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Seroincidence: a new tool for capturing enteric 
fever infection burden based on anti-HLyE
antibody responses





Can seroepidemiology be used to 
efficiently characterize overall/total/ 
indirect effects of TCV introduction? 



Outcomes 

+Overall effect: Seroincidence in intervention arm vs. control 
arm

+Total effect: Seroincidence among vaccinated individuals in 
the intervention arm vs. unvaccinated individuals in the control 
arm

+Indirect effect: Seroincidence incidence in unvaccinated 
individuals in the intervention arm vs. control arm



Seroincidence of X per 
1000 person-years



Effect size = 60%
Sample size = 500
Starting seroincidence =
 200 per 1000



Intervention effect of 60%; Sample size = 800; Age 1-5



Intervention effect of 60%; Sample size = 800; Age 1-5



100% power to detect an intervention effect of 60% 2 years post-intervention 
with a sample size of 2000 1-15 year-olds (1000 per arm)



85% power to detect an intervention effect of 60% 2 years post-intervention 
with a sample size of 1200 1-15 year-olds (600 per arm)



100% power to detect an intervention effect of 60% 2 years post-
intervention with a sample size of 800 1-5 year-olds (400 per arm)





https://ucd-serg.github.io/serocalculator/articles/simulate_xsectionalData.html

https://ucd-serg.github.io/serocalculator/articles/simulate_xsectionalData.html


Conclusions

+Through simulation, we show that seroepidemiology could be 
an efficient and rapid way to evaluate TCV interventions

+Young children provide the most informative data for 
detecting intervention effects

+Approach for both trials and pre/post designs
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Variation in antibody 
kinetics by:

Country Age Typhi/Paratyphi A



No differences in 
antibody responses 
among hospitalized vs 
non-hospitalized cases



Vi IgG responses barely elevated in cases compared with population No 
increase across age



Vi IgG responses barely elevated in cases compared with population No 
increase across age



Cross-reactive antibody responses in iNTS?

HlyE IgA
Typhi vs iNTS
AUC: 0.97
(95% CI: 0.96-0.99)

LPS IgA
Typhi vs iNTS
AUC: 0.88
(95% CI: 0.78-0.99)



No differences in 
antibody responses 
among hospitalized vs 
non-hospitalized cases
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